Abstract—A significant part of the Linked Data web is achieved by converting non-RDF resources into RDF. Even though several approaches and mapping languages have been proposed in the literature, the knowledge required for such a task is still substantial. In prior work, we proposed a visual representation based on the block metaphor and applied it to the W3C Recommendation R2RML. In this paper, we describe a new implementation of this method, called Juma Uplift, that is capable of generating mapping definitions for different uplift mapping languages while still being fully compliant to the particular uplift mapping specification. Preliminary findings indicate that Juma Uplift is expressive enough to generate accurate mappings for the two syntactically distinct mapping languages under examination, R2RML and SML.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Large amounts of data on the Web still resides in formats other than the Resource Description Framework (RDF) data model, currently being advocated by the W3C community as the means to enable meaningful data exchange on the Web, and a variety of innovative applications, such as data integration and others [1]. For this reason, significant research has been invested by the Semantic Web community into the process of converting non-RDF resources into RDF. This process is typically called uplift.

Many approaches and mapping languages have been proposed to map non-RDF data into RDF in literature. Mapping languages are able to detach mapping definitions from the implementations that executes them [2]. These, however, still require knowledge of the mapping language and significant human effort on manually creating, editing and curating these mappings [3]. To mitigate the knowledge required by mapping languages one can avail of graphical editors. Nonetheless to date, these have mainly focused on Semantic Web experts, representing mappings as graphs, since the RDF data model is itself one [4].

In previous work, we have proposed a visual representation for mappings and applied it to the W3C’s RDB to RDF mapping language (R2RML) [5], called Juma [6]. A user study showed that this visual representation was helpful in the creation of mappings with sufficient results in standard usability tests for different types of stakeholders (including experts and non-experts of Semantic Web technologies) [4].

Juma is based on the block (or jigsaw) metaphor that has become popular with visual programming languages where it is called the block paradigm such as Scratch [2]. In this metaphor, concepts are represented as blocks that can only be combined with other compatible blocks. The block metaphor targets different types of users, allowing them to focus on the logic instead of the languages syntax. In addition, it has been used successfully in other domains, such as programming [7] and on the creation of SPARQL queries [8].

In this paper, we describe a new implementation of Juma, called Juma Uplift. This implementation is able to generate (depending on preference) mappings compliant to the W3C Recommendation R2RML, an RDF-based mapping language, and compliant to the SML mapping language [9], a RDB2RDF SPARQL-based mapping language.

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows: (i) a new implementation of the Juma method with support for two syntactically distinct mapping languages, called Juma Uplift; (ii) a comparison between Juma implementations and (iii) an evaluation of the expressiveness of Juma Uplift based on the supported mapping languages and accuracy of the RDF datasets generated.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section II reviews the related work. In Section III and IV we overview the R2RML and SML mapping languages, respectively. Section V describes Juma and the new implementation, Juma Uplift. A comparison of Juma implementations is presented in Section VI. Section VII describes the evaluation undertaken. Section VIII concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss the state-of-the-art in mapping languages and editors.

A. Mapping Languages

Mapping languages are declarative languages used to express customized mappings defining how non-RDF data should be represented in RDF. An engine is usually associated with a mapping language, being a software processor that uses the mapping file together with the input data to generate an RDF dataset.

R2RML [5] is the W3C Recommendation mapping language to map relational databases into RDF. Examples of R2RML implementations are db2triples [3] and morph [10]. R2RML-F [11] extends R2RML to add support for data transformation functions. Other R2RML extensions are RML [12] and xR2RML [13]. These extensions added support for a wider set of input data formats, such as CSV and XML. D2R² [4] is another RDF-based declarative language to map relational databases into RDF. It is supported by the D2R server and UltraWrap [14], with the latter also supporting R2RML.

Sparqlification Mapping Language (SML) [9] is a mapping language based on SQL CREATE VIEWS and SPARQL CONSTRUCT queries with support for relational databases and CSV files. SPARQL-Generate [15] is another SPARQL-based mapping language with support for multiple input data formats, like RML. XSPARQL [16] combines XQuery and SPARQL to map XML data into RDF. TARQL [7] is another mapping language based on SPARQL to convert CSV datasets into RDF.

Though useful, mapping languages require significant human effort in manually creating, editing and curating mappings [3]. To mitigate the knowledge required by mapping languages one can avail of graphical editors.

B. Graphical Editors

Graphical editors offer an interface or a visual representation to support the definition of mappings.

The fluidOps editor [17] is a web-based application that relies on a step-by-step workflow. Each step focuses on the creation of one part of the mapping. The mapping is only available at the end of this process and changes in the mapping restart the workflow. In [3], an extension of this editor was proposed. In this extension, the mapping process starts based on an existing ontology. In this sense, changes do not restart the workflow. OntopPrecept [13] is a Protégé [19] plugin that uses a proprietary mapping language internally to create mappings. The Virtuoso Universal Server [7] has an extension where data can be converted into RDF by creating R2RML mappings or using a wizard that guides users in the creation such mappings. R2RML By Assertion (RBA) [20] uses a tree table structure to represent ontologies and RDF vocabularies, side by side with the input data. This interface allows users to match classes and properties to attributes. These assertions generate an R2RML mapping. Datalift [21] is a web editor where one needs to convert data into raw RDF in a first step. Following this step, it is possible to explore and transform the raw RDF representation. OpenRefine [9] is an ETL tool that supports cleaning and transformation functions for many input data formats. The uplift to RDF is available through RDF Refine, an extension to OpenRefine, allowing the mapping and interlinking of RDF datasets through its web interface.

Karma [22] is a web-based application where data is loaded before it can be mapped into RDF. The ontologies used during the mapping process are represented in a tree structure and the data as a table. The mapping is represented using a graph. The creation of mappings using Karma can be troublesome because of the data-centric approach, where every input is shown in a different table. This makes the interlinking between tables unnecessarily complex. Lembo et al. [23] uses a graph representation for R2RML mappings. However, the creation and/or editing of mappings are undertaken through text editing, which make the mapping process prone to errors. RMLeditor [2] has support for R2RML and RML mapping languages. The RMLeditor also uses a graph representation for the mapping. The input data and RDF output are shown as tables. MapOn [24] is yet another graph representation tool with support for R2RML mappings. SQaRE [23] is a tool that provides a visual environment for the creation of R2RML mappings. This tool also uses a graph visual representation for mappings. In a first step, users need to select the tables that are going to be mapped. Ontologies and RDF vocabularies that will be used in the mapping process are shown as trees.

These tools either offer interfaces to guide users in the creation of mappings or represent them as graphs, since the RDF model is itself one. We argue that these approaches may not be as intuitive for non-expert users.

In contrast to the state of the art editors, the Juma approach aims to represent mappings using the block metaphor targeting different types of stakeholders. Our previous implementation, Juma R2RML, is closely tied to the R2RML mapping language, representing each R2RML construct as a block. In this paper, we describe a new implementation that has been developed, which abstracts away from R2RML to provide an uplift mapping block editor capable of generating a variety of mapping languages.

III. R2RML

In this section, we briefly explain the main concepts related to the W3C Recommendation R2RML for the purpose of this paper. For more information, we refer the reader to the W3C Recommendation [5]. Each R2RML mapping definition consists of one or more triples maps. Looking at Listing [1] we can see that a triples map has (1) one logical table, (2) one subject map and (3) zero or more predicate object maps, where:

1) Logical Table: the table or a SQL query from which RDF will be generated.

2) **Subject Map:** subject maps define the subjects of the RDF triples. These subjects can be IRIs or blank nodes. You may also specify zero or more URI class types.

3) **Predicate Object Map:** each predicate object map defines the predicates, using predicate maps, and objects, using object maps, of the RDF triples. Each predicate object map must have at least one predicate map and one object map. Predicates must be valid IRIs. Objects can be IRIs, blank nodes or literals. For literal values, it is possible to define a data type or a language. You may link triples maps using parent triples map. A parent triples map can have zero or more join conditions.

In Listing [1] we map the table (or view) `person`. A triples map defines subjects to have the IRI `http://example.org/person/{id}` and to be instances the class `foaf:Person`. A predicate object map relates the subjects with the predicate `foaf:name` to values in the column `name`.

**Listing 1: Example of an R2RML mapping**

```xml
@prefix rr: <http://www.w3.org/ns/r2rml#> .
@prefix foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/> .
<#TripleMap1>
rr:logicalTable [ rr:tableName "person" ];
rr:subjectMap [ 
    rr:template "http://example.org/person/{id}";
    rr:class foaf:Person; ];
rr:predicateObjectMap [ 
    rr:predicate foaf:name;
    rr:objectMap [ rr:column "name"; ]; ];.
</#TripleMap1>
```

### IV. SML

In this section, we explain the main concepts related to Sparqlification Mapping Language (SML) (see [9] for more information). This mapping language is based on SQL CREATE VIEWS and SPARQL CONSTRUCT queries. An SML mapping is composed of the following parts:

- **Construct:** this clause consists of triple patterns, similar to SPARQL CONSTRUCT queries. These are used as templates for the construction of the triples;
- **From:** is used to define the logical table. As in R2RML, these can be table names or SQL queries;
- **Variable definition:** this clause is used to specify variables whose values are RDF terms from rows of the relation. These variables can be used in the construct clause;
- **Constraints:** these are optional constraints about the variables on the RDF level. It is used for query optimization.

**Listing 2: Example of an SML mapping**

```xml
Create View view1 As Construct {
  ?s1 a foaf:Person.
  ?s1 foaf:name ?o1.
} With
```

**V. JUMA: JIGSAW PUZZLES FOR REPRESENTING MAPPINGS**

In previous work, we have presented a method called Jigsaw puzzles for representing mappings, Juma.[10] The Juma method in general focuses on facilitating the creation, management, and "understandability" of mappings, by making the technology available to a wider set of stakeholders. In [6], we showed how we applied the approach to the R2RML mapping language, creating an implementation called Juma R2RML. A user evaluation of this implementation suggested that the visual representation was helpful to both expert and non-experts users alike, and that accurate uplift mappings were created with sufficient quality demonstrated in standard usability tests [4]. Fig [1] shows the mapping presented in Listing [1] represented in Juma R2RML.

**Fig. 1: Juma R2RML visual representation.**

This paper proposes a new implementation of the Juma method for uplift mappings, called Juma Uplift[11]. Our new implementation has been developed to support a higher level of abstraction in order to have the capability to generate different mapping languages, as per user choice. The new implementation is also based on Google's Blockly API[12].

Google Blockly is a visual programming language that uses blocks to facilitate code creation. These blocks are shaped like jigsaw puzzle pieces that show how the language works by abstracting the languages syntax. Furthermore, Blockly has been successfully used in many projects, such as code.org's introduction courses to Computer Science and for the construction of SPARQL queries [8].

The main interface has menu options on the left-hand side and a workspace on the right-hand side. The menu option provide users with all blocks that can be used in our visual representation. From this menu, users can drag new blocks into the workspace. The workspace represents the uplift mapping. The visual representation guides users in the creation of valid

---

[10] Juma at [https://www.scss.tcd.ie/~crottija/juma/](https://www.scss.tcd.ie/~crottija/juma/)

[11] Juma Uplift video at [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q97YeZtu_1A](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q97YeZtu_1A)


?s1 = uri(concat("http://example.org/person/", ?id ))
?o1 = plainLiteral(?name)
From person
mappings by highlighting and only allowing the connection of blocks that would create a valid mapping. The visual representation also uses colors to identify the type of structure that is being created. For example, subjects use the same colour and so on. Other features of the visual representation are the possibility of zooming in and out, duplication of blocks, disable/enable them (disabled blocks are visible in the workspace but not used in the generation of the mapping) or add comments to them. The menu options (see Fig. 2) are defined as follows:

- **Mapping**: this option defines a block to map an input source (a table, view or a SQL query). Each mapping block maps one input source to one or more subject definition blocks using zero or more vocabularies;
- **Vocabularies**: the vocabularies that are going to be used can be found under this option. There are two types of vocabulary blocks. One with common predefined vocabularies and another customizable one;
- **Subject**: the menu option for subjects define ways of generating the subject, defining it as a blank node, and as instances of classes. Subjects can be defined as templates, constants or columns. Subject blocks have an id (that is used to relate subjects) and are associated with the mapping block, which defines the input source;
- **Predicate/Object**: the block to define predicate and objects is defined under this menu option. Just like subjects, predicates and objects can be defined using using templates, constants or columns. Objects can also be defined as IRI’s, blank nodes, literals, to have a datatype or a language tag. These blocks are associated with a subject definition block. Each predicate/object block defines a new triple for the associated subject;
- **Linking**: this option defines a block to link subjects defined within a mapping through their ids. This block also allows users to define how the subjects being linked are related. This relation translates to SQL joins in the mapping. Linking blocks can only be associated to subject ones;
- **Functions**: under this menu option, we have built-in functions. A few examples of functions available are concatenation, replace and summation. The loading of custom functions is also available. Moreover, others can be added in future implementations. Functions can be used to generate subjects, predicates or objects;
- **Graph**: this menu option defines an optional block to generate the RDF triples in a specific named graph (these can also be templates, constants or columns). Graph blocks are associated to subjects, defining in which named graph the triples associated to the subject will be generated.

To be compatible with the R2RML mapping language, we have decided to design the blocks for subjects, predicates, objects and graphs using the R2RML constructs types: templates, constants and columns. Templates are string templates. These can also refer to columns using curly brackets. For example, the template `http://example.org/person/{id}` refers to the column `id` of the input source being mapped. Constants are values that do not change; e.g. a property such as `foaf:name` or a string value `some value`. Columns refer to attributes of the data source being mapped; e.g. `id` or `name`.

The reason for supporting R2RML (an RDF-based mapping language) being that it is a W3C Recommendation with many implementations available. We also support the SPARQ-based SML mapping language. SML has support for SPARQL to SQL query rewriting and has been used in many projects such as LinkedGeoData [14] and PanLex: RDF [15]. Another reason for supporting R2RML and SML is to demonstrate that the visual representation is expressive enough to support syntactically distinct mapping languages.

The support for functions within Juma Uplift is made available through R2RML-F [11]. R2RML-F defines an extension to the R2RML vocabulary to define functions as resources within the mapping. This R2RML-F implementation defines functions using JavaScript. In this sense, new functions can be added to Juma together with its JavaScript implementation. All functions defined in Juma are supported by this R2RML-F implementation. SML only has support for the concatenation function, however, the language is extensible to more functions.

In our tool, the interface used to create/edit mappings has 4 tabs (see Fig. 2). In the first tab, Mapping, we show the Juma visual representation. In Configuration, one can define the properties of the configuration file. The configuration file is used as input to an R2RML processor together with the R2RML mapping file. SML configurations are set through the command line. In the R2RML-Mapping tab, the user can see the R2RML mapping generated from the visual representation. In SML-Mapping tab, the same mapping is represented using the SML mapping language. These show a live view of the mapping. In other words, users can see changes in the mapping as blocks are being dragged and dropped. Nonetheless, disconnected blocks are not used to generate the mappings since these would result in an invalid mapping.

Fig 2 shows the same mapping in Juma Uplift implementation as that shown in Fig 1 Juma R2RML implementation. In this example, we are mapping the table (or view) “person” to the vocabulary FOAF [16]. The subjects of the triples are defined as a string template with the URI `http://example.org/person/{id}`. The block with classes define the triples as instances of `foaf:Person`. The mapping also defines a predicate to have the constant value `foaf:name` related to the column value from `name`.

---

The SML engine and some R2RML implementations have support for CSV files. In this sense, the mappings created using Juma Uplift implementation can also be used to uplift CSV files as well as relational databases.

VI. COMPARISON OF JUMA IMPLEMENTATIONS

In this section, we will compare essential features of Juma R2RML and Juma Uplift.

The fundamental block of Juma R2RML relates prefixes (or vocabularies being used in the mapping) to triples maps. Juma Uplift’s main block relates logical tables and vocabularies.

Fig. 3 shows a side-by-side mapping of both implementations representing the same mapping. This mapping converts two tables into RDF. The mapping is using the vocabularies FOAF and a fictional one (http://example.org/). The table person is generating subjects with the IRI http://example.org/person/{id}. This table is also being mapped as instances of the class foaf:Person. The mapping also defines the predicate foaf:name to be related to values of the column name from the logical table person. The predicate foaf:based_near is used to related these subjects to the subjects generated from the logical table city. The table city is mapped to have the IRI http://example.org/city/{id’} as subjects. These subjects are instances of the class ex:City with the predicate foaf:name related to objects from the column name of the logical table city.

A. Defining logical tables

The definition of logical tables is similar in both implementations. Users can define the logical table as a table (or view) or a SQL query. In Juma R2RML the logical table is related to a triples map. Juma Uplift defines the logical table as part of the mapping block. In Juma Uplift, it is possible to generate multiple subjects from the same logical table. To do the same in Juma R2RML, one needs to define a new triples map with a new subject map from the same logical table.

B. Defining the vocabularies

In Juma R2RML, vocabularies are defined in the main block, separated from triples maps. Juma Uplift defines vocabularies to each mapping block. In Juma Uplift, users map a logical table to vocabularies.

C. Creating RDF terms

Both implementations rely on R2RML’s constructs for defining RDF terms from logical tables (templates, constants and columns). Juma R2RML uses distinct blocks for the definition of blank nodes, datatypes, languages and so on. In Juma Uplift this is contained within the RDF term block using the option as/with for the objects of the triples. Users can relate subjects to a block defining it as a blank node.

D. Forming triples

Juma R2RML uses subject maps to specify how to generate the subject. To define it as a blank node or to be instances of classes, users must related subject maps to its respective blocks. One for the definition of its type, and one other per class being defined. Juma Uplift has one block to define subjects as a blank node and one other for the definition of classes.

Juma R2RML relies on predicate object maps to define predicates and objects. Predicates and objects are defined using predicate object maps. Each predicate object map must define at least one predicate map and one object map. For example, if a predicate object map has two predicate maps and one object map then the RDF output will relate these two predicates to the same object. However, users need to understand the R2RML algorithm to be able to define this construct. For this reason, Juma Uplift defines one block that relates predicates and objects. This block only allows one predicate and one object definition. To relate two predicates to the same object, two predicate object blocks must be defined.

E. Functions

Juma Uplift has support for data transformation functions, while Juma R2RML does not. As mentioned before, functions are defined using R2RML-F’s vocabulary. The implementation offers some built-in functions while still being extensible to others.

F. Linking

Both implementations allow for the definition of linking. As mentioned before, this allows users to relate subjects within a mapping. The underlying mapping uses SQL joins for the definition of these links. Juma R2RML uses parent triples map and join conditions (relating parent and child columns). Juma Uplift has a new block to define these links. Users can select the mapping using their id. The definition of parent and child columns is done with new labels: from this table or from selected table. We believe that these will help users in the definition of these SQL joins. It is worth noting that R2RML offers a model for the expressions of joins (parent triples map) while SML does not. To allow for the definition of linking using SML, Juma Uplift applies the R2RML algorithm and generates a corresponding SQL query in the SML mapping.
G. Assigning Triples to Named Graphs

In Juma R2RML users can define in which named graph the triples will be generated for subjects and predicate object maps. Juma Uplift allows for the definition of named graphs for subjects only. We argue that this is more intuitive to users and for specific cases different mapping definitions can be used to generate triples in distinct named graphs.

VII. EVALUATION

This section describes the evaluation of the expressiveness of Juma Uplift.

A. Hypothesis

The hypothesis related to this evaluation is: It is possible to apply Juma Uplift to generate accurate mappings for the mapping languages R2RML and SML for common uplift use cases.

B. Mapping use cases

For this experiment, we have defined 10 uplift mapping use cases. These use cases were based on the RDB mapping patterns presented in [26]. In this sense, these mappings were defined to cover common cases when uplifting data into RDF and also to explore the visual representation.

C. Database

We have created a relational database with two tables for this experiment (Tables II and III). Based on the mapping use cases presented we defined the expected RDF output.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mapping</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1</td>
<td>Mapping one table to one class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2</td>
<td>Mapping one table to two classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3</td>
<td>Mapping two tables to one class each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4</td>
<td>Mapping one table and one attribute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5</td>
<td>Mapping one table and two attributes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6</td>
<td>Mapping one table and one attribute with a language tag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#7</td>
<td>Mapping one table and one attribute as a resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#8</td>
<td>Mapping two tables and one attribute each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#9</td>
<td>Mapping one table and one attribute as a data transformation function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#10</td>
<td>Mapping two tables with one class and one attribute each and a link between them</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Method

For each use case a mapping was created by the authors of this paper using Juma Uplift. The R2RML and SML mappings generated by the visual representation were then executed [17]. The generated RDF datasets were compared to an expected RDF output (based on the mapping use cases) using Jena [18]. The full experiment data is available [19].

E. Example: Mapping use case #10

Mapping use case #10 covers mapping of tables to classes and attributes with a link between them. The vocabularies used are FOAF and a fictional one (http://example.org/). Listing 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>id</td>
<td>name</td>
<td>age</td>
<td>city</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ana</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>id</td>
<td>name</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>Dublin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>London</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

19 https://www.scss.tcd.ie/~crottija/juma-uplift/experiment-data.
shows the expected RDF output. This use case represented in Juma R2RML and Juma Uplift can be seen in Fig. 3. Listing 4 and 5 show the corresponding R2RML and SML mappings.

**Listing 3: RDF output of use case mapping #10**

```xml
<http://example.org/person/1>
a <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/Person>;
<http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/based_near>
<http://example.org/city/100>;
<http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/name> "Ana" .

<http://example.org/city/100>
a <http://example.org/City>;
<http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/name> "Dublin" .

<http://example.org/person/2>
a <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/Person>;
<http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/based_near>
<http://example.org/city/100>;
<http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/name> "John" .

<http://example.org/city/200>
a <http://example.org/City>;
<http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/name> "London" .
```

**Listing 4: R2RML use case mapping #10**

```r2rml
@prefix rr: <http://www.w3.org/ns/r2rml#> .
@prefix foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/> .
@prefix ex: <http://example.org/> .

<#TriplesMap1>
rr:logicalTable [ rr:tableName "person"; ];
rr:subjectMap [ rr:template "http://example.org/person/{id}"; ];
rr:objectMap [ rr:column "name"; ];
rr:predicateObjectMap [ rr:predicateMap [ rr:constant foaf:name; ]; ];
rr:predicateObjectMap [ rr:predicateMap [ rr:constant foaf:based_near; ]; rr:objectMap [ rr:parentTriplesMap <#TriplesMap2>; rr:joinCondition [ rr:child "city_id"; rr:parent "city_fk"; ]]; ];
</#TriplesMap1>

<#TriplesMap2>
rr:logicalTable [ rr:tableName "city"; ];
rr:subjectMap [ rr:template "http://example.org/city/{city_id}"; ];
rr:objectMap [ rr:column "name"; ];
rr:predicateObjectMap [ rr:constant foaf:based_near; ];
</#TriplesMap2>
```

**Listing 5: SML use case mapping #10**

```sparql
Prefix foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>
Prefix ex: <http://example.org/>

Create View view1 As Construct {
?s1 a ex:City.
?s1 foaf:name ?o1 .
}
With
?s1 = uri(concat('http://example.org/city/\', ?city_id))
?o1 = plainLiteral(?name)
From city

Create View view2 As Construct {
?s1 foaf:based_near ?o1 .
}
With
?s1 = uri(concat('http://example.org/person/\', ?id))
?o1 = uri(concat('http://example.org/city/\', ?city_id))
From {
[ SELECT * FROM city AS child, person AS parent WHERE child.city_id = parent.city_fk ]
}
```

**F. Results and Analysis**

It was found that Juma Uplift was able to create R2RML and SML mappings that generates the expected RDF output. This confirms our hypothesis that Juma is expressive enough to generate accurate R2RML and SML mappings for the designed use cases.

**VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK**

In this paper, we have presented a new implementation of the Juma method, a visual representation based on the block metaphor, called Juma Uplift. This implementation has support for distinct mapping languages. We have decided to support the RDF-based W3C Recommendation R2RML and the SPARQL-based mapping language SML.

Through an experiment, we have defined common use cases when uplifting data from relational databases into RDF. For every use case a mapping was created using Juma Uplift. The visual representation automatically generates R2RML and SML mappings. These mappings were then executed using their respective uplift engines and compared to an expected RDF output. The results showed that Juma was able to create mappings that generate the expected RDF output. This confirmed our hypothesis that Juma Uplift implementation has the capability to generate accurate mappings for the R2RML and SML mapping languages.

The success of this initial evaluation has provided us with confidence that Juma Uplift is extensible to other mapping languages. The current implementation supports R2RML, an RDF-based mapping language. In this sense, a possible extension to undertake would be to support RML. RML supports heterogeneous input formats, such as XML and JSON. Juma Uplift also supports SML, a SPARQL-based mapping language, therefore, we believe that it should be possible to support SPARQL-Generate. Which is another SPARQL-based mapping language with support for various data formats.

Future development includes implementing the loading of mappings, extending the support for functions (for example, use of the Function Ontology [27]). We also plan on applying the Juma method in the representation of ontology mappings and interlinking of Linked Data.
Future evaluation includes an extensive user experiment to validate the usability and usefulness of Juma Uplift. As part of this evaluation we intend to assess and compare the cognitive load of our approach with others.
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